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In rod photoreceptors of wild-type mice, background light produces an acceleration of the decay of responses to brief flashes, accompa-
nied by a decrease in the rate-limiting time constant for response decay. In rods in which phosphodiesterase � (PDE�) lacks one of its sites
of phosphorylation (T35A rods), both the waveform of response decay and the rate-limiting time constant are nearly unaffected by
backgrounds. These effects are not the result of the removal of the phosphorylation site per se, because rods lacking both of the phos-
phorylation sites of PDE� (T22A/T35A rods) adapt to light in a nearly normal manner. Because PDE� is one of the proteins of the GTPase
activating protein (GAP) complex, our experiments argue for a novel mechanism of photoreceptor light adaptation produced by modu-
lation of GAP-dependent hydrolysis of transducin � GTP. In PDE� T35A rods, a change in the conformation of the PDE� subunit may
hinder or mask this mechanism, which in mammals appears to be primarily responsible for the quickening of the temporal resolution of
the rod response in backgrounds. Modulation of PDE turnoff also helps to prevent premature saturation of the rod in bright backgrounds,
thus making an important contribution to light adaptation. Our experiments provide evidence for modulation of GAP protein-dependent
response turnoff, which may also play a role in controlling signal duration at hormone receptors and synapses in the CNS.
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Introduction
Light-activated rhodopsin (Rh*) catalyzes exchange of GTP for
GDP on the transducin � subunit (T�); T�GTP then activates
phosphodiesterase6 (PDE), which hydrolyzes cGMP and reduces
the current entering the photoreceptor outer segment (Fain,
2003; Burns and Arshavsky, 2005). Response decay requires ter-
mination of all of these reactions: Rh* by phosphorylation by
rhodopsin kinase and binding of arrestin; PDE by hydrolysis of
T�GTP to T�GDP facilitated by the GTPase activating protein
(GAP) complex consisting of regulator of G-protein signaling 9
(RGS9), G�5, and R9AP; and resynthesis of cGMP by guanylyl
cyclase. One of these steps is sufficiently slow to limit the rate of
response decay, and its time constant �D can be obtained from a

plot of the length of time the response remains in saturation (Tsat)
versus the log of the light intensity (Pepperberg et al., 1992).

Krispel et al. (2006) have recently shown that the value of �D is
strongly correlated with the expression of the GAP complex pro-
teins and therefore with the rate of T�GTP hydrolysis. This im-
portant observation and other evidence (Sagoo and Lagnado,
1997; Tsang et al., 2006) indicate that turnoff of PDE is rate
limiting for the return of the response to bright flashes. Krispel et
al. (2006) further showed that the time constant for decay of the
dim flash response (�REC) also decreases with increasing GAP
expression. The values of �D and �REC are correlated over a wide
range in GAP overexpressing and underexpressing animals
(Krispel et al., 2006), and also in mice with guanylate cyclase-
activating protein-1 (GCAP-1) Y99C, PDE� T35A and T22A/
T35A, and rhodopsin G90D mutations (supplemental Fig. 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

In salamander, background light accelerates �REC but has been
reported to have little effect on the value of �D (Pepperberg et al.,
1992; Nikonov et al., 2000). This poses a dilemma, because it
indicates either that �D and �REC are not as closely correlated as
the results from mouse would seem to indicate (supplemental
Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)
or that mouse rods and salamander rods do not respond to back-
ground light in an identical manner. We resolved this dilemma by
recording from mouse rods in darkness and in background light
(Fain et al., 2007) and show that �D in mammals does indeed
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decrease during adaptation to steady background light. Further-
more, both the decrease in �REC and in �D during light adaptation
are absent in PDE� T35A rods, which lack the threonine 35 phos-
phorylation site of the PDE� subunit (Tsang et al., 2007). Our
results indicate that rods have a novel mechanism of light adap-
tation, which regulates the rate of T�GTP hydrolysis. This mech-
anism may be principally responsible for acceleration of response
decay in backgrounds; by decreasing the integration time of the
rod response in bright light, it may also make an important con-
tribution to the regulation of receptor sensitivity. Because GAP
complexes play an important role in turnoff of metabotropic
synaptic receptors in the CNS (Zachariou et al., 2003; Sanchez-
Blazquez et al., 2005), our experiments may reveal a new mecha-
nism of signal transduction of general significance.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Wild-type (WT) mice were of the C57BL/6 and MF1 strains and
were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Methods
for producing PDE� T35A and T22A/T35A mice on a PDE� knock-out
background have been described previously (Tsang et al., 2007). Mice
were kept in cyclic light (12 h on/12 h off) and used in accordance with
the Policy for the Use of Animals in Neuroscience Research of the Society
for Neuroscience. The lengths of the outer segments of WT and T22A/
T35A rods were not significantly different, and both were �10% longer
than rods of T35A animals (Tsang et al., 2007); no corrections were made
for this difference in plots of flash intensity or current magnitude. Previ-
ous experiments show that both T35A and T22A/T35A rods express
normal levels of PDE� and of the PDE � and � catalytic subunits, as well
as of rhodopsin, T�, rhodopsin kinase, RGS9, and guanylyl cyclase 2D
(Tsang et al., 2007).

Identification of transgenic mice. DNA was isolated from tail tips or liver
samples of T35A and T22A/T35A animals by homogenizing the tissue,
digesting extensively with proteinase K, and extracting with phenol.
DNAs were analyzed by PCR. The transgenic alleles generated 1.1 kb
fragments with forward (GAATTCCCAAGAGGACTCTGGG) and re-
verse (ATGGTGTATGAGCGGCG) primers in standard PCR condi-
tions. The mice were also tested for the absence of the Pde6brd1 mutation
(Pittler and Baehr, 1991). Selected genomic DNA was amplified for se-
quencing to confirm the presence of the mutant alleles with standard
methodology (Tsang et al., 2007).

Ca2� dependence of guanylyl cyclase in T35A rods. Determinations of
the Ca 2� dependence of guanylyl cyclase in Figure 5C were performed as
described previously (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Woodruff et al., 2007)
with minor modifications. In brief, dark-adapted WT (MF1) and T35A
mouse retinas 6 – 8 weeks of age were freeze thawed with liquid nitrogen
and then homogenized under infrared illumination on ice in 250 �l of
120 mM KCl, 60 mM 3-(N-morpholino)-propanesulfonic acid (MOPS),
pH 7.2, 10 mM NaCl, 4.6 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM ATP, 50 �M zaprinast, 50 �M

dipyridamole, 20 �g/ml leupeptin, and 20 �g/ml aprotinin. Each 20 �l
assay reaction contained 1 mM GTP, 1 �Ci [�- 32P]GTP, 0.1 �Ci [8- 3H]
cGMP (PerkinElmer, Emeryville, CA), and 4 mM cGMP, 0.3 mM ATP, 2.5
mM MgCl2, 30 mM MOPS, pH 7.2, 5 mM NaCl, and 60 mM KCl, plus 25
�M each of zaprinast and dipyridamole, 1 U of creatine phosphokinase,
10 mM creatine phosphate, and 2 mM Ca 2�/EGTA buffer at the desired
free Ca 2� concentrations. The reaction was initiated by adding retinal
homogenate and then continued for 12 min at 30°C under infrared illu-
mination; it was stopped by heating at 95°C for 2 min. The products of
the reaction were analyzed by thin-layer chromatography on polyethyl-
eneimine cellulose-coated fluorescent plates (Dizhoor et al., 1995).

Suction-electrode recordings. Methods for recording responses of
mouse rods have been given previously (Woodruff et al., 2002, 2003;
Tsang et al., 2007). Animals between 2 and 6 months of age were dark
adapted typically for 5 h but for at least 3 h in a light-tight box. Rods were
perfused at 37°C with bicarbonate-buffered physiological solution con-
taining amino acids and nutrients. Data were filtered at 30 Hz (8 pole,
Bessel) and sampled at 100 Hz. Flashes of 500 nm light, 20 ms in duration,
were attenuated to different light levels by absorptive neutral density

filters. At dim intensities, 10 –20 individual responses presented at 5 s
intervals were averaged to obtain mean flash responses. At medium in-
tensities, 5–10 responses were averaged, and the interflash interval was
increased to 10 s. At bright intensities above saturation for the rods, only
three to five responses were averaged, and the interflash interval was
increased to 15–20 s. A 500 nm light was also used for steps of light and
backgrounds. Other information about the details of response presenta-
tion are given in the figure legends. Unless otherwise stated, errors are
given as SEM (SE). Curve fitting and plotting of data were done with the
program Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, MA).

Measurements of free Ca2� concentration. Calcium was measured as
described previously (Woodruff et al., 2002, 2007). In brief, photorecep-
tors and retinal pieces were exposed for 30 min at room temperature to
10 �M Fluo-5F AM and then perfused at 37°C with bicarbonate-buffered
DMEM as for suction-electrode recordings. We illuminated rods with
488 nm laser light from an argon gas laser, focused as a 10 �m diameter
spot on the outer segment. To minimize dye bleaching, we attenuated the
intensity of the laser to 2–5 � 10 10 photons �m �2 s �1 with reflective
neutral density filters. We recorded the temperature of the perfusate
within 0.5 mm of the rod with a miniature thermocouple and a digital
thermometer to adjust the binding constant of the dye. We calibrated the
intracellular concentration of Ca 2� in darkness and after illumination
using the Michaelis-Menten equation, [Ca 2�] � KD(F � Fmin/Fmax �
F ), where KD is the temperature-adjusted dissociation constant of the
dye-Ca 2� binding, F is the measured fluorescence at the beginning of the
recording or at steady state in the light, and Fmin and Fmax are the fluo-
rescence minimum (in low Ca 2�) and fluorescence maximum (in high
Ca 2�). We determined Fmin by exposing the rod first to zero-Ca 2� so-
lution containing 10 �M of the Ca 2� ionophore ionomycin, plus 140 mM

NaCl, 3.6 mM KCl, 3.08 mM MgCl2, 2.0 mM EGTA, and 3.0 mM HEPES,
pH 7.4. We then determined Fmax by exposing the rod to high Ca 2�

solution (50 mM CaCl2, 3.6 mM KCl, 3.0 mM HEPES, 140 mM sucrose, pH
7.4).

Results
Background light decreases sensitivity and accelerates
response decay of WT mouse rods
In Figure 1, we show responses averaged from six WT rods in
darkness and in the presence of four background illuminations,
each to flashes of a constant intensity of 160 photons �m�2, or
�80 Rh* per rod (from an estimated collecting area of 0.5) (Field
and Rieke, 2002). We used a constant flash intensity in this ex-
periment to stimulate the same number of rhodopsins per rod in
darkness and in each of the backgrounds, and we used this par-
ticular flash intensity so that responses with satisfactory signal-
to-noise can be recorded even in the brightest background. Re-
sponses on the left give actual photocurrents, with the black trace
the response in darkness repeated in each of the four panels, and
the red traces the responses in the presence of steady illumina-
tion, the intensity of which in units of photons �m�2 s�1 is given
as the number in the top right of each panel. The peak amplitudes
of the responses to the constant intensity flash decrease progres-
sively with increasing background intensity, as we (Fan et al.,
2005) and others (Mendez et al., 2001; Makino et al., 2004) have
observed previously for mouse rods.

In Figure 1, in the panels to the right, we normalized the
responses in darkness and in each of the backgrounds to the same
peak response amplitude, which we set equal to one. As in
salamander rods (Baylor et al., 1979; Nikonov et al., 2000), re-
sponses in the presence of the background decay more rapidly
than does the response to the same flash intensity recorded when
the rods are dark adapted. We fitted the declining phase of the
normalized responses in the presence of the background to a
single exponential decay function; these are shown in the insets to
the right in Figure 1. We began the fit at a normalized photocur-
rent of 0.5, because the flash intensity we used nearly saturated
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the responses in the dark and in the dim-
mest background, and we wished to avoid
any effect of response compression on the
fit to the waveform. The time constant de-
creased with increasing background light,
in this sample of rods, from 290 ms in the
dimmest background (and 296 ms in dark-
ness) to 138 ms in the brightest.

Background light also decreases the
value of the rate-limiting time constant
To determine the effect of background
light on the rate-limiting time constant �D,
we recorded from a group of rods the re-
sponse to a series of brief saturating flashes
for each cell both in darkness and in the
presence of a steady light. Responses aver-
aged from nine cells are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 for flashes of the same intensities in
darkness (A) and in the presence of a back-
ground of 1350 photons �m�2 s�1 (B).
The background light reduced the time the
response remained in saturation for each of
the flashes. A horizontal line was drawn at a
criterion level of 75% of the maximum
value of the photocurrent, and the time in
saturation, Tsat, was calculated as the time
required after the presentation of the flash
for the response to decay to this criterion
value. These values are plotted in Figure 2C
as a function of the natural logarithm of the
flash intensity, and the slope of the best lin-
ear fit is an estimate of �D, the rate-limiting
time constant for the decay of the response
(Pepperberg et al., 1992). The best-fitting
line through the means in Figure 2C had a
value of 231 ms in darkness and 170 ms in
the presence of the background, indicating that this background
intensity reduced �D in WT rods by �25%. The values of �D were
estimated by linear regression for each of the rods in this experi-
ment independently, giving (mean � SE) 238 � 8 ms in darkness
and 159 � 7 ms in the presence of the background. The value in
steady light is significantly smaller ( p � 0.01 level; one-tailed
Student’s t test).

In Figure 2D, we show results of a second series of experi-
ments from six rods, for each of which we measured the time in
saturation in darkness as in Figure 2A and in steady light as in
Figure 2B but at the brighter background intensity of 4090 pho-
tons �m�2 s�1. In this sample of rods, �D was 168 ms for the
dark-adapted responses, less than with the rods of Figure 2C. This
is typical of the variability in response kinetics, which we and
others have observed from WT mouse rods in different animals
even of the same strain, and emphasizes the importance of mak-
ing measurements of �D both in darkness and in the presence of
the background from the same cells. The best-fitting value of �D

in Figure 2D in the presence of the background was only 78 ms,
less than half that for these rods in the dark. The values of �D were
again estimated by linear regression for each of the rods in this
experiment independently, giving (mean � SE) 171 � 7 ms in
darkness and 75 � 5 ms in the presence of the background. The
value in steady light is significantly smaller ( p � 0.0004 level;
one-tailed Student’s t test). These experiments show that back-
ground light reduces the rate-limiting time constant for the decay

of the response in mouse rods, and that the extent of the reduc-
tion is greater for brighter backgrounds.

Modulation of response waveform by background light is
greatly reduced or eliminated in PDE� T35A rods
Because the rate-limiting time constant of a WT mouse rod is
likely to reflect the rate of T�GTP hydrolysis and turning off of
the PDE (Krispel et al., 2006), the results in Figures 1 and 2 appear
to indicate that background light produces a modulation of
T�GTP hydrolysis, perhaps by altering the action of one or more
of the GAP proteins. We examined a possible role for phosphor-
ylation of a member of the GAP complex, the PDE� protein.
PDE� is known to contribute to the rate of PDE turnoff (Tsang et
al., 1998; Arshavsky et al., 2002) and to show light-dependent
phosphorylation at two sites: threonine 22 (Tsuboi et al., 1994a,b;
Hayashi et al., 2000; Matsuura et al., 2000; Paglia et al., 2002) and
threonine 35 (Udovichenko et al., 1994; Xu et al., 1998; Paglia et
al., 2002). We have shown previously that replacement of either
of these threonines with alanines produces significant changes in
the time course of rod response decay (Tsang et al., 2007), and in
rods with the T35A mutation, the rate-limiting time constant �D

is increased.
The T35A mutation also alters the effect of background light

on rod response waveform. In Figure 3, we show mean responses
of five rods to constant intensity flashes in darkness and in the
presence of steady background light. The protocol for this exper-

Figure 1. Mean responses to five 20 ms flashes each for six WT rods at flash intensity of 160 photons �m �2. Black traces are
dark-adapted responses; the same trace has been repeated in each panel. Red traces are responses in the presence of background
light, the intensity of which is given in the top right of the left panels in units of photons �m �2 s �1. Rods were exposed to
background light for�60 s before presenting flashes at 7 s intervals. Left, Responses plotted to show actual amplitudes; decrease
in amplitude in background light to constant intensity flash reflects decrease in sensitivity. Right, Responses have been normal-
ized to peak amplitude of one. Insets, Decay phase of normalized responses in background light fitted with single exponentials.
See Results.
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iment was identical to that in Figure 1, except that the flash and
background intensities were made greater than for WT rods, be-
cause the flash sensitivity of T35A rods is lower than that of WT
(see Fig. 8C,D), primarily as a result of less efficient activation of
PDE catalytic activity in the T35A receptors (Tsang et al., 2007).
The records to the left in Figure 3 show that presentation of the
background light produces a decrease in the amplitude of the
response, indicating a decrease in flash sensitivity as in WT rods.
When the responses are normalized, however, there is little or no
effect of the background light on the time course of response
decay (Fig. 3, right).

In the experiments of Figure 4, we used a different protocol to
investigate the effects of background light on response decay. A
steady background or “light step” was first given for 10 s, followed
immediately by a brief flash of fixed saturating intensity (Fain et
al., 1989). Previous experiments have shown that in WT mouse
rods, the background accelerates the decline of the response to
the saturating intensity, and the brighter the background, the
greater the acceleration (Burns et al., 2002; Makino et al., 2004).
We show a similar result in Figure 4A. However, when we re-
peated this experiment with T35A rods, the effect of the back-
ground was much smaller (Fig. 4B).

The small effect of background light on the time course of
decay of T35A rods to a saturating flash in the records of Figure

4B bears some resemblance to the results
of Makino et al. (2004) on rods lacking re-
coverin. We therefore measured recoverin
levels in the T35A rods using Western
blots, as shown in Figure 5, A and B. The
methods for these experiments are given in
the figure. Figure 5A shows that there was
little difference in the expression of recov-
erin in T35A and WT rods. Similar mea-
surements are given in Figure 5B for T22A/
T35A rods, the responses of which to the
step-flash protocol are given below (Fig.
9B). Densitometric measurements from
the gels gave levels of recoverin for T35A,
which were 83.2 � 5.5% those of WT,
which is mostly the result of the 10% de-
crease in the outer segment length of the
T35A rods. Recoverin levels in T22A/T35A
retinas were 99.2 � 9.8% those of WT.

Modulation of the rate-limiting time
constant is also affected by the PDE�
T35A mutation
The effect of background light on the rate-
limiting time constant �D is also altered in
T35A rods. In Figure 6, we show mean
measurements of Tsat as a function of flash
intensity as in Figure 2, C and D, but for six
T35A rods, in darkness and in a back-
ground of intensity 1350 photons �m�2

s�1. This was the brightest background for
which measurements of this kind could be
made, because T35A rods saturated pre-
maturely (Fig. 7B). The small shift of the
light-adapted values of Tsat along the in-
tensity axis indicates a small decrease in the
magnitude of the PDE activity evoked by
the flashes. The best-fitting straight lines in
Figure 6, however, gave a value of �D of 448

ms in darkness and 466 ms in the presence of the background.
The values of �D estimated by linear regression for each of the
rods independently gave (mean � SE) 439 � 10 ms in darkness
and 471 � 11 ms in the presence of the background. These are not
significantly different (a one-tailed t test returned a probability of
0.29).

PDE� T35A mutation produces premature saturation of the
rod response in bright backgrounds
Because responses of rods with the PDE� T35A mutation show
little acceleration of response decay in background light, it might
be expected that the sensitivity of the rod would saturate prema-
turely in steady illumination. No change would occur in the in-
tegration time of the single-photon response as the background
intensity was increased, and the responses of the photons would
sum to produce a larger change in circulating current in bright
light in T35A rods than would occur in WT receptors. The results
in Figure 7 confirm this expectation. Here, we plotted in Figure
7A (filled squares) the mean flash sensitivity of nine WT rods as a
function of background intensity; the solid line through the data
is the Weber–Fechner equation as follows:

SF

SD
F

�
I0

I0 � IB
, (1)

Figure 2. Pepperberg plots for WT rods in darkness and in the presence of background light. A, B, We show mean responses to
five 20 ms flashes each for the same nine rods in darkness (A) and in the presence of a steady background intensity of 1350
photons �m �2 s �1 (B) for the same series of eight flash intensities of 453, 646, 863, 1120, 1870, 2430, 3250, and 4430 photons
�m �2. The interval between flashes was 7 s. The horizontal line marks the level of 75% of peak response amplitude. C, Plot of
time in saturation as a function of flash intensity for the rods of A and B. For each rod at each flash intensity, we measured the time
between the beginning of the flash and the recovery of the photocurrent to the value indicated by the horizontal lines in A and B;
this is equivalent to the time necessary to reopen 25% of the channels. These values (Tsat) were plotted as a function of flash
intensity in darkness (filled squares) and in the presence of the steady 1350 photons �m �2 s �1 background (open squares).
Error bars are SE. The lines drawn through the data are the best linear fits and give estimates of the rate-limiting time constant �D;
these are 231 ms in darkness and 170 ms in the background. D, Plot similar to C but for a different group of seven rods in darkness
and at a background intensity of 4090 photons �m �2 s �1. Linear fits give estimated values for �D of 168 ms in darkness and 78
ms in the background.
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where SF is the flash sensitivity of the rod,
SF

D is the flash sensitivity in darkness, IB is
the intensity of the background, and I0 is a
constant. We used the best-fitting value for
I0 of 30 photons �m�2 s�1, similar to the
one we used previously for WT mouse rods
(Fan et al., 2005).

Figure 7B shows similar results for
T35A rods. The open circles give mean
measurements of flash sensitivity. Because
T35A rods are less sensitive than WT rods
in part as the result of less efficient activa-
tion of PDE activity (Tsang et al., 2007),
brighter background light is required to re-
duce sensitivity below its value in darkness.
The solid line is a fit of Equation 1 to the
first three backgrounds; I0 for T35A rods
was 160 photons �m�2 s�1 or more than
five times greater than for WT rods. The fit
with the Weber–Fechner function is satis-
factory for the first three backgrounds, but
sensitivity is lower than this function
would predict at the background of 1350
photons �m�2 s�1, and at a background of
4090 photons �m�2 s�1, no response
could be recorded from the T35A rods.
This is indicated by the open circle with the
downward pointing triangle below it,
which gives an upper limit calculated from
the minimum detectable response aver-
aged from a series of 10 –20 flashes in our
system (�0.2 pA) and the brightest flash
intensity we used in the experiment. WT
rods did give measurable responses in this
background (Fig. 2D), although the back-
ground intensity was effectively much
brighter for WT rods because of their
greater efficacy in activating PDE (Tsang et al., 2007).

The dashed curve in Figure 7B is the prediction of the change
in sensitivity of the T35A rods if it were produced only by satu-
ration of the rod by steady light. The sensitivity would then de-
crease according to the following:

SF

SD
F

� exp( �
IBSD

Fti

imax
), (2)

where the ti is the integration time of the small-amplitude re-
sponse, and imax is the maximum value of the photocurrent
(Mendez et al., 2001). The small difference between the sensitiv-
ity measurements and this curve especially at the brighter back-
ground intensities shows that the T35A mutation has removed
much of sensitivity regulation in the rod.

Response-intensity functions for WT and T35A rods
In Figure 8, we compare response-intensity curves for steps and
flashes from both WT and T35A rods. Representative waveforms
for flashes were given by Tsang et al. (2007), their Figure 2. Wave-
forms of responses to steps are given to the left in Figure 8 as mean
normalized responses from all of the WT (A) and T35A (B) rods
from which step responses were recorded. Responses were nor-
malized before averaging so that responses of different peak am-
plitude gave equal weight to the average. For Figure 8, C and D,
response amplitudes for both flashes and steps were obtained

from the same 9 WT rods and 14 T35A rods, which formed part
of the sample of cells used for parts A and B. The data have been
fitted with exponential saturation functions (Lamb et al., 1981) of
the following form:

i � imax �1 � exp� � kI	
, (3)

where i is the photocurrent, imax is the maximum value of the
photocurrent, I is the flash or step intensity, and k is a constant.
Values for k are given in the figure legend. This function provides
an adequate fit to the data for WT rods for flashes; the curve for
steps gives a less satisfactory fit, because the data appear to rise
more gradually as a function of intensity, as others have observed
previously (Fain et al., 1989). As a result, the best-fitting curve for
steps indicates a lower saturating current for steps than for
flashes, although the actual values of the responses to the steps
continue to rise beyond the value predicted by the curve.

For the T35A rods, Equation 3 gives a satisfactory fit for re-
sponses to both flashes and steps. The ratio of the values of k
predicts an integration time for T35A rods of �290 ms, smaller
than the actual calculated value of the integration time for the
dark-adapted small-amplitude response from this sample of rods
(�430 ms). The discrepancy is, however, much smaller than for
the WT rods: the integration time predicted from the values of k
for steps and flashes is only �70 ms, whereas the actual measured
integration time of the dark-adapted flash response for the WT

Figure 3. Mean responses to flashes as in Figure 1 but for five PDE� T35A rods at flash intensity of 453 photons �m �2. Black
traces are dark-adapted responses, and red traces are responses in the presence of background light, the intensity of which is
given in the top right of the left panels in units of photons �m �2 s �1. Rods were exposed to background light for 60 s before
presenting flashes at 7 s intervals. Left, Responses plotted to show actual amplitudes; decrease in amplitude in background light
to constant intensity flash reflects decrease in sensitivity as in WT rods. Right, Responses have been normalized to peak amplitude
of one; acceleration of response decay in WT rods is no longer observable in T35A rods.
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rods of Figure 8D (�310 ms) was of the order of four times
greater.

When the response-intensity curves for flashes and steps are
compared between WT and T35A rods, the T35A rods can be
seen to be less sensitive to flashes but almost as sensitive as WT to
steps. The smaller sensitivity to flashes has been shown previously
to be mostly the result of less efficient activation of PDE (Tsang et
al., 2007). The T35A rods are nearly as sensitive as WT to steps,
however, because they have a more prolonged integration time
than WT rods (Tsang et al., 2007). Responses to steps in T35A
rods also rise more steeply as intensity is increased, reflected by
the better fit to Equation 3, in part because the integration time of
the rod is not reduced in the presence of steady illumination (Fig.
3). This has the result that the dynamic range of the T35A rods is
smaller than WT rods.

Ca 2� feedback in T35A rods
Much of adaptation in rods is thought to be produced by the fall
of Ca 2� during illumination, which alters the rate of guanylyl
cyclase by means of the GCAPs (Fain et al., 2001). Because sensi-
tivity regulation is greatly altered by the T35A mutation (Figs. 7B,
8), we investigated whether Ca 2� feedback could still regulate
cyclase in these rods. Our previous experiments (Tsang et al.,
2007) showed that levels of guanylyl cyclase were normal in T35A
rods. Using methods described previously (Olshevskaya et al.,
2004; Woodruff et al., 2007), we measured cyclase activity as a
function of free Ca 2� concentration in both WT and T35A reti-
nas. The results in Figure 5C show that the guanylyl cyclase of

T35A rods had a similar dependence on Ca 2� to that of WT rods
over the physiological range of Ca 2� [from �50 –250 nM (Woo-
druff et al., 2007)]. There was at most a small change in the slope
of the relation, resulting in slightly greater cyclase activity in T35A
rods than in WT rods at the higher Ca 2� concentrations.

We also made laser-spot measurements of free Ca 2� concen-
tration in T35A rods as in the study by Woodruff et al. (2002). In
rods preloaded with the fluorescent indicator dye Fluo-5F, the
fluorescence declined during saturating illumination according
to two exponential time constants; the best fit to the mean wave-
form of the fluorescence decrease from seven rods gave values of
61 and 352 ms, somewhat shorter than those reported previously
for WT rods [159s and 508 ms (Woodruff et al., 2002)]. Our
previous experiments have shown that the dark resting free Ca 2�

of the rod varies linearly with the current density of the outer
segment (Matthews and Fain, 2003; Woodruff et al., 2007). Be-
cause the currents are smaller in T35A rods than in WT rods (Fig.

Figure 4. Step-flash protocol. Rods were either kept in the dark or exposed to background
light for 10 s at intensities of 13, 120, and 1350 photons �m �2 s �1. Immediately after cessa-
tion of background, rods were exposed to 20 ms flash of 2430 photons �m �2, bright enough
to close all of the channels and saturate the response even in the presence of the brightest
background. A, WT rods. Traces are means from 10 rods; for each rod, five flashes were given
without background and then four flashes after each of the three backgrounds. Each trace is the
average of 50 (dark) or 40 (background) individual responses. Responses were normalized to a
peak amplitude of one and averaged; rods were allowed to recover for 30 s between step-
flashes exposures. B, T35A rods. Protocol for experiment as in A, but data were averaged from
nine rods.

Figure 5. A, B, Proteins from mutant and control retinal extract were separated by electro-
phoresis on a 6.5–9.5% acrylamide/1.5% cross-linker polyacrylamide gel as described previ-
ously (Tsang et al., 2007). Proteins were then transferred to 0.2 �m polyvinylidene difluoride
membranes (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) overnight at 4 V/cm. Membranes were
blocked in 3% BSA in 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, pH 7.6, and 0.1% Tween 20. Proteins were
detected with a polyclonal recoverin antibody (Dizhoor et al., 1992), used at 1:50,000 dilution.
Immunoblot analysis of the expression of recoverin in T35A single, T22A-T35A double mutant,
and WT control retinal extracts normalized for protein content is shown. Size marker is indicated
at the left. Levels of recoverin are nearly the same in mutants and controls. C, Ca 2� dependence
of guanylyl cyclase activity as a function of free Ca 2� concentration for WT rods (open symbols)
and T35A rods (closed symbols) (mean � SD). Maximal levels of cyclase activity for WT and
T35A were 0.52 and 0.48 nmol cGMP min �1 retina �1.
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8C,D) and the T35A rod outer segments only 10% shorter (Tsang
et al., 2007), the current density of T35A rods is of the order of
75% that of WT rods, and we would expect the dark resting Ca 2�

to be commensurately smaller. Measurements from six T35A
rods gave a mean dark Ca 2� of 162 � 54 nM (SE), �68% of the
dark value in WT rods of 240 nM (Woodruff et al., 2007). The
concentration of Ca 2� in the light was 38 � 4 nM in T35A rods,
not significantly different from the light value in WT rods (46 �
10 nM) (Woodruff et al., 2007). These measurements show that a
significant fraction, although not all of the WT dynamic range of
cyclase modulation, can occur in the T35A rods.

Light adaptation is nearly normal in PDE� T22A/T35A rods
The data in Figures 4 – 8 suggest that replacement of threonine
with alanine at the T35 site greatly reduces or eliminates modu-
lation of PDE turnoff by background illumination. One possible
explanation of these results is that phosphorylation of the T35 site
regulates GAP activity, but it is also possible that removal of a
phosphate group in this region of the PDE� protein, which be-
tween residues 20 and 40 contains seven basic lysine and arginine
residues and is highly charged, produces an alteration in the con-
formation of the protein, which in some way hinders or masks
GAP modulation. An important control for our experiments,
therefore, is an examination of animals that lack both the T22 and
T35 sites for phosphorylation, because our previous experiments

have shown that rod response decay is much less affected in PDE�
T22A/T35A rods than in the T35A receptors (Tsang et al., 2007).

The results of these experiments are given in Figure 9. In A, we
show mean responses of six rods to 20 ms flashes of a constant
intensity of 17 photons �m�2, in darkness and in the presence of
two backgrounds of intensities 38 and 440 photons �m�2 s�1.
Responses have been normalized to the same peak amplitude to
compare time courses of decay; unnormalized waveforms are
given in the inset of Figure 9A. The most slowly decaying re-
sponse recorded in darkness could be fitted with a single expo-
nential with time constant of decay (�REC) of 227 ms, whereas the
best-fitting values of �REC for the responses in the two back-
grounds were 219 and 175 ms. The acceleration of the decay time
of the light response is in contrast to our results for the T35A rods
(Fig. 3). Results from experiments with the step-flash protocol
were also quite different for T22A/T35A rods (Fig. 9B) and T35A
rods (Fig. 4B) but similar to those from WT receptors (Fig. 4A).

In Figure 9C, we show the effect of a steady background of

Figure 6. Pepperberg plots for PDE� T35A rods. Tsat is shown as a function of natural log (Ln)
of light intensity as in Figure 2, C and D. Data points give mean values of Tsat measured as in
Figure 2 for seven rods in darkness (filled squares) and in the presence of background light of
1350 photons �m �2 s �1. Linear fits give values for �D of 448 ms in darkness and 466 ms in the
presence of background light.

Figure 7. Mean relative sensitivity as a function of log10 of the background intensity. Flash
sensitivities (SF) were determined for each rod by recording 5–10 small amplitude (threshold)
responses and dividing the mean peak amplitude by the flash intensity. SF

D is the flash sensitivity
in darkness. A, Averages of nine WT rods (filled squares). The solid line is best-fitting Weber–
Fechner function given by Equation 1 with I0 � 30 photons �m �2 s �1. B, Averages of eight
PDE� T35A rods (open circles). For T35A rods at a background of 4090 photons �m �2 s �1, no
response could be recorded; the open circle with the downward pointing triangle indicates
upper limit calculated from the minimum detectable response averaged from a series of 10 –20
flashes in our system (�0.2 pA) and the brightest flash intensity we used in the experiment.
The solid line is best-fitting Weber–Fechner function given by Equation 1 with I0 � 160 pho-
tons �m �2 s �1. The dotted line is prediction of increment saturation given by Equation 2,
calculated with SF

D � 0.08 pA photon �1 �m 2, ti � 365 ms, and imax � 7 pA. Values for SF
D and

imax were somewhat smaller for these rods than reported throughout this paper but are within
the range of variability observed for T35A rods.
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intensity 1350 photons �m�2 s�1 on the
relationship between Tsat and flash inten-
sity. We measured in darkness and in the
presence of the background for each of six
T22A/T35A rods the time of recovery of
the response to 25% of the maximum value
of the circulating current as in Figure 2, A
and B, and the data were plotted as in Fig-
ure 2C. For this sample of rods, the best-
fitting value of the slope �D in darkness was
208 ms, intermediate between the values
for the WT rods in Figure 2, C and D; the
value of �D in the background light was 170
ms. The values of �D were estimated by lin-
ear regression for each of the rods in this
experiment, giving (mean � SE) 207 � 6
ms in darkness and 177 � 5 ms in the pres-
ence of the background; however, a one-
tailed Student’s t test indicated that this
difference was not significant at the 0.05
level.

Finally, in Figure 9D, we plotted the rel-
ative sensitivity of six T22A/T35A rods as a
function of the intensity of the back-
ground. For the T22A/T35A rods, I0 from
Equation 1 had a best fitting value of 100
photons �m�2 s�1. The sensitivity at the
background intensity of 4090 photons
�m�2 s�1 lies somewhat below the We-
ber–Fechner curve, but at this background
intensity, no responses could be recorded
at all from the T35A rods (Fig. 7B). We
conclude from the results of this figure that
T22A/T35A rods adapt to background
lights in a nearly normal manner unlike the
T35A rods. Thus, the effect of substitution of alanine for threo-
nine at the T35 site of PDE� cannot be the result of the removal of
phosphorylation per se but must rather be a consequence of a
change in the conformation of the PDE� molecule.

The T35A mutation does not remove adaptation after
exposure to bright light
The experiments of Figures 1 and 2 show that background light
produces both an acceleration of the declining phase of the light
response and a decrease in �D in WT rods. Because Krispel et al.
(2003a) have shown that prolonged exposure of WT mouse rods
to bright light can also produce a transient acceleration of re-
sponse turnoff, we used the T35A mutation to ask whether the
mechanism of adaptation during steady backgrounds and after
bright light exposure is the same. In the experiment of Figure 10,
we show averaged responses of 11 T35A rods to a series of satu-
rating flashes after a 3 min exposure to a light, the intensity of
which was 4090 photons �m�2 s�1, similar to the intensity used
by Krispel et al. (2003a) for WT rods. The black trace in the figure
shows the mean response waveform before presentation of the 3
min exposure to a saturating flash, the intensity of which (1870
photons �m�2) was again similar to that used in the Krispel et al.
(2003a) experiments. The colored traces were recorded to this
same flash intensity at 27 s (red), 47 s (green), 67 s (blue), and
107 s (pink) after presentation of the bright light, and the peak
amplitudes of all of the responses have been normalized to unity.
The 3 min bright light exposure produced an acceleration of
recovery of the response to the flash, and this effect gradually

decayed over a period of 1–3 min. As in Figure 2, A and B, a
horizontal line was drawn at a criterion level of 75% of the max-
imum value of the photocurrent, and the time in saturation, Tsat,
was calculated for each of the responses as the time required for
the response to decay to this criterion level. In the inset of Figure
10, we plotted the values of Tsat normalized to the value in dark-
ness as a function of the time after presentation of the 3 min light
exposure. The data have been fitted with a single exponential, the
time constant of which (67 s) is similar to that observed previ-
ously by Krispel et al. (2003a) in WT rods.

The results in Figure 10 show that, after exposure to prolonged
bright illumination, the time in saturation Tsat is decreased and
then recovers in T35A rods in a manner that is similar if not
identical to that of WT rods. In a second series of recordings, we
presented both steady background light (as in Fig. 3) and pro-
longed bright light exposure (as in Fig. 10) to the same T35A rods.
We do not show these data, because there was excessive drift in
the baseline, but the results were nevertheless clear. For these
T35A rods, background light had no effect on the waveform of
decay of the flash response, but exposure to prolonged bright
illumination produced a decrease in Tsat, which decayed slowly
back to its dark-adapted value. These experiments indicate that
the mechanisms regulating response waveform during light ad-
aptation to steady backgrounds and after prolonged bright light
exposure are not the same.

Discussion
There are two principal results from our study. We have shown
first that for WT mouse rods, background light decreases both the

Figure 8. Responses to steps and response-intensity relationships for flashes and steps for WT and T35A rods. A, B, Normalized
responses of WT (A) and T35A (B) rods to steps of increasing intensity of values 12.6, 38.2, 118, 438, 1350, 4090, and 12,600
photons �m 2 s �1. Data were first normalized for each rod to the maximum amplitude of the response for that rod and then
averaged at each intensity, for WT from between 13 and 28 rods and for T35A from between 8 and 17 rods. C, D, Response-
intensity curves for flashes and steps. Amplitudes were calculated for each rod from peak photocurrents of 3–5 20 ms flashes or
values of photocurrents just before termination of five successive 10 s light steps. For each rod, we recorded responses to the
complete series of intensities shown in the figure for both flashes and steps, and plotted values are means of nine WT rods and 14
T35A rods. C, Responses of WT rods to flashes and steps. Fits are to Equation 3, with k equal to 0.033 photon �1 �m 2 for flashes
and 0.0022 photon �1 �m 2 s for steps. D, Responses of T35A rods to flashes and steps. Fits are to Equation 3 with k equal to
0.0082 photon �1 �m 2 for flashes and 0.0023 photon �1 �m 2 s for steps.
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time constant of decay of the flash response
(�REC) and the rate-limiting time constant
(�D). In a second series of experiments, we
have made the surprising discovery that in
T35A rods, which lack one of the sites of
PDE� phosphorylation, background lights
have little or no effect on �REC or �D. In a
WT rod, �D is known to reflect the rate of
T�GTP hydrolysis and turnoff of PDE
(Krispel et al., 2006), and �D is very likely to
do this in T35A rods as well, because mu-
tations in PDE� are much more likely to
alter its interaction with the GAP complex
(Burns and Arshavsky, 2005) than to affect
rhodopsin lifetime (Fig. 5A) or guanylyl
cyclase activity. Although rod responses
can turn off even in the absence of the GAP
proteins in RGS9 and G�5 knock-out ani-
mals (Chen et al., 2000; Krispel et al.,
2003b), the rate of the GAP-independent
turnoff is much slower than turnoff in WT
or T35A rods and is unlikely to contribute
to the waveform of the WT or T35A light
response or to the acceleration of the WT
response during light adaptation.

Our results therefore argue for a novel
mechanism of light adaptation in which
background light modulates the rate of
T�GTP hydrolysis by the GAP complex.
This resolves the dilemma mentioned in
the Introduction, because �REC and �D,
which are closely correlated with one an-
other in GAP overexpressing and underex-
pressing animals (Krispel et al., 2006) and
in a variety of other mutant mice (supple-
mental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material), continue to be closely correlated in WT rods in back-
ground light. Background light decreases both �REC and �D by the
same mechanism, that is by acceleration of PDE turnoff, and
modulation of T�GTP hydrolysis is primarily responsible for the
quickening of kinetics and improvement in temporal discrimina-
tion of the mammalian rod response during light adaptation.

The mechanism we are describing appears to be different from
the one that produces decreases in �REC and �D after prolonged
exposure to saturating illumination. Krispel et al. (2003a) showed
that both �REC and �D are shortened after exposure to saturating
light and then recover in 1–3 min after the light is turned off. We
have done similar experiments on T35A rods (Fig. 10) as well as
on T22A and T22A/T35A rods (Tsang et al., 2007). Prolonged
exposure to saturating light in these rods also decreases �REC,
which then recovers over approximately the same time course as
the one described by Krispel et al. (2003a) for WT rods. Because
the T35A mutation greatly perturbs adaptation of the rods to
background light but has little effect on the acceleration of re-
sponse decay after prolonged exposure to bright light, the two
effects are unlikely to be produced in the same way.

We do not know why the acceleration of response turnoff in
background light can no longer be observed in the T35A rods.
The results in Figure 9 show that the effect of the mutation is not
simply caused by removal of the T35 site of phosphorylation,
because light adaptation is nearly normal in T22A/T35A rods that
lack both phosphorylation sites. The T35A mutation might nev-
ertheless produce a significant change in the conformation of the

PDE�, because removal of this phosphorylation site might per-
turb the insertion or removal of a large negative charge from a
highly polar region of the PDE� subunit, and the resulting change
in conformation may interrupt or mask modulation of PDE
turnoff. Biochemical experiments indicate that the region be-
tween amino acids 24 – 45 is essential for the control of PDE6� of
both the PDE6�� core and the � subunit of transducin (Guo et
al., 2005). Our experiments are therefore consistent with the no-
tion that removal of a site of phosphorylation alters the confor-
mation of PDE� sufficiently to affect either the rate of the GAP-
dependent hydrolysis of T�GTP or the rebinding of PDE� back
onto the catalytic sites of PDE � and �, but they do not exclude
other possible mechanisms.

Our measurements show that the T35A mutation eliminates
much of light adaptation in a mouse rod. Not only does the time
course of decay fail to accelerate in the presence of background
light (Figs. 3, 4B), but responses saturate prematurely, and sen-
sitivity as a function of background light is better described for
brighter background lights by response compression than the
Weber law (Fig. 7B). We cannot exclude the possibility that
changes in Ca 2� feedback contribute to these effects. Our exper-
iments show that Ca 2� regulation of guanylyl cyclase is nearly the
same in T35A rods and in WT rods (Fig. 5C), but the dark-resting
Ca 2� concentration is �30% lower. We do not know the reason
for the decrease in the dark free Ca 2� concentration. It is possible
that it is caused by an increase in the basal activity of the PDE in
T35A rods, but reports of the effects of PDE� phosphorylation on
PDE activity are contradictory (Xu et al., 1998; Paglia et al., 2002)

Figure 9. Light adaptation in PDE� T22A/T35A rods lacking both sites of PDE phosphorylation. A, Normalized photocurrents
to 20 ms flashes of intensity 17 photons �m �2 in darkness and in background illuminations of 38 and 440 photons �m �2 s �1.
Data are averages of responses to 10 flashes from each of 13 rods. Insets show same responses indicating actual response
amplitudes. B, Step-flash protocol as in Figure 4, with flashes (2430 photons �m �2) without preceding illumination and at
termination of 10 s steps of 13, 118, and 1350 photons �m �2 s �1. Data are mean traces for each stimulus condition from same
10 rods. C, Time in saturation as a function of natural log of light intensity as in Figure 2 (C, D) and Figure 5 but for six T35A/T22A
rods in dark and in steady background of 1359 photons �m �2 s �1. D, Relative flash sensitivity as a function of background
intensity as in Figure 6. Data are means with SE of six rods. Line is Weber–Fechner function given by Equation 1 with best-fitting
value of I0 of 100 photons �m �2 s �1.
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and do not admit of a simple interpretation. Whatever its origin,
the decrease in dark free Ca 2� might have the consequence that
steady illumination would have smaller effects on guanylyl cy-
clase activity in T35A rods than in WT rods and be partly respon-
sible for the marked inability of these cells to regulate sensitivity
over all but a narrow range of backgrounds. A smaller dynamic
range of cyclase activity could also contribute to the steeper shape
of the response-intensity curve of the T35A rods to steps (Fig.
8D).

It is nevertheless exceedingly unlikely that changes in Ca 2�

feedback are entirely responsible for the phenomenology of the
T35A mutation. The reduction in current density and free Ca 2�

in a T35A rod is relatively small and should not prevent further
acceleration of Ca 2� feedback and guanylyl cyclase rate when the
free Ca 2� concentration is made even smaller by background
light (compare Figs. 5C and 8D). Rods in which all of Ca 2�

feedback is removed by the knocking out of the GCAP proteins
have responses that decay more slowly and show much larger
single-photon responses than do T35A rods (Mendez et al.,
2001). Furthermore, the GCAP knock-out rods (unlike the T35A
rods) continue to show a speeding up of response decay in back-
ground light (Burns et al., 2002). The separate roles of Ca 2�

feedback and modulation of PDE turnoff in the light adaptation
of mouse rods may become clearer when recordings are made
from T35A rods that also lack the GCAP proteins. Such experi-
ments are in progress.

Our results are at variance with a recently proposed mecha-
nism of light adaptation for amphibian rods. In salamander,
background light has been claimed to have little effect on the

rate-limiting time constant �D (Pepperberg et al., 1992; Nikonov
et al., 2000), and the acceleration of decay of the rod response
during light adaptation has been thought to occur not by modu-
lation of PDE turnoff but rather by an increase in the rate of
turnover of cGMP, produced by the increase in the basal rate of
the PDE in the light and by GCAP-dependent acceleration of
guanylyl cyclase (Nikonov et al., 2000). In mouse, in contrast, our
experiments show that the rate-limiting time constant �D is ac-
celerated in background light (Fig. 2), and that modulation of
PDE turnoff rather than the increase in cGMP turnover is pri-
marily responsible for the acceleration of response decay. It is
striking that background light has so little effect on the time
course of response decay in T35A rods (Figs. 3,4B). The simplest
explanation of this result is that the rate of cGMP turnover in a
mouse rod is sufficiently rapid even in darkness that the pho-
tocurrent accurately tracks the change in PDE rate. The further
increase in cGMP turnover in backgrounds might then have little
or no effect on the rate of response decay. Modulation of T�GTP
hydrolysis may have evolved in mammalian photoreceptors to
compensate for the higher basal turnover of cGMP, so that the
integration time of the light response can continue to be maximal
in darkness to sum responses near threshold, but can decrease as
the ambient light intensity increases to improve temporal resolu-
tion when photon flux is no longer limiting.

Our experiments show that the activity of GAP proteins can be
modulated. Although the biochemistry of this effect is presently
unknown, the photoreceptor may provide a favorable prepara-
tion for additional analysis of the mechanism. RGS proteins and
GAP complexes are known to participate in the turnoff of
metabotropic cascades at synapses in the CNS (Zachariou et al.,
2003; Sanchez-Blazquez et al., 2005) and have been implicated in
the etiology of schizophrenia (Erdely et al., 2006; Seeman et al.,
2007). It may be important to understand how GAP modulation
occurs, because its mechanism may suggest new possibilities for
modulating synaptic transmission in the CNS and for altering the
course of neurological dysfunction.
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